
Soulful Year-End Questions 

For those of who want to make a transition into the new year that’s a bit more soul-focused than goal-
focused. Oftentimes, our calendars and hard-set goals become our motivating force, but I believe our 
focus should start with our values. All our efforts will flow from there.  

Why be soulful instead of “goalful?” 

Our lives are best lived with awareness of who we are, what’s important to us, and what we bring to 
others. This is not about being self-focused, but being aligned with our True Self, the true essence of 
who we are: our unique values, voice, and vision. 

This is about our larger mission in life, such as: 
- our faith-orientation  
- our social values, and how we live them out 
- our contribution to our greater community 

So we approach the shift in years by looking at our priorities and values that are soul-centered—values 
that are bigger than performance, success, and goals for us. 

Through this aligning with our True Self and our truest values, we can give our best to our days and our 
community. 

Ready? 

If this soul-focused approach resonates with you, then you’re ready for the questions on the next page. 
In this short review session, you will be able to clarify the lessons and experiences of the past year, as 
well as give the upcoming year a strong look in the eye. And remember, this is not the work of goals 
and plans, but the work of the soul and intentions. 

Wait, what? 

If you aren’t sure of your True Self or your soul-focused values, then maybe take some time this 
upcoming year to explore your soul’s values, voice, and vision. I recommend the practice of Examen as 
a way to discover your True Self. Two resources for this: 

1) A week-long course exploring the Examen: https://www.mandythompson.com/examen 
2) A quick primer on the Examen: Sleeping With Bread, by the Linns 

No matter how you spend your time moving from one year to the next, may it be done with soulful 
intention and an awareness of who you are and what you bring to your world. All else will flow from 
there. 

For more soul-focused resources, consider subscribing at mandythompson.com/analogue
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Soulful Year-End Questions 

As you begin, carry this invitation with you:  

In this time, may you focus on what you want to *BE* instead of what you want to *DO.* 

Looking Back:


What theme or life lesson repeatedly asked for your attention this past year? Did you learn what you needed 
through that, or should you carry this growth edge into the New Year?


What was your high for the year? (Think: accomplishment, surprise, joyful moment, etc) How did this shape you? 
Did it change the way you approach work? Shift your pace of life? Adjust your approach to similar situations? 
What influence did it have on your sense of self?


 
 
What was your low for the year? (Think: loss, heartache, frustration) What insight did you gain? 

Looking Forward:


Where is your life aimed for the future? (Think: your values, important relationships/responsibilities, Essentially: 
What is your life about?)

What intentions or plans do you have in place that reflect this focus, or how might you need to recalibrate?


Take a quick glance at your upcoming year: any obvious changes needed in your schedule, balance, focus? If 
nothing jumps out, don’t dwell. Like we say in the south: if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.


Identify which season(s) will be the busiest and/or most stressful. What might you do mitigate the effects, even 
aiming for balance in the midst?


Which season(s) will be the slowest or most quiet? Mark this on your 2019 calendar. How can you guard your 
schedule and energy during that time to allow for a fallow restful time?


For more soul-focused resources, consider subscribing at mandythompson.com/analogue


